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President Cormier Holds Second Open Forum
MELISSA GILL
Asst. Layout Manager
The President's Forum was
held Wednesday, February 17, in
Lankford Ballroom from 6:158:30. The arrangements were set
up quite different than the previous forum. Instead of a panel,
President Cormier spoke directly
to the crowd. The audience was
handed a microphone by an SGA
member to ask questions. Also,
there were ground rules set in the
beginning. The main rule was no
yelling.
One disappointment was the
turnout of about SO students.
There were not nearly as many
people at this forum as the last,
but that did not hinder the effectiveness.
One other problem was that
President Cormier asked others

for help on questions, but they
did not announce their
names or positions. Almost
none of the students said
their name, so it was hard to
give anyone credit
Graduate housing
The speaker felt that the
graduate students were
slighted because they were
only guarnteed a certain
amount of living space on
campus. President Cormier
responded with the new
housing plan. One part of
the plan will bring Longwood a new science building. This would leave the
Stevens building open for
possible dorm space.
SGA's response to voting on Judicial Board appointtag

Nick Mills, the president of

SGA informed the audience of
the voting procedure that Judi-

Senior Dinner a Success
ROBYN FULLER
Stag' Writer
The bi-annual Senior Dinner
took place in the Rotunda Market on February 11th.
Many students turned out
for the event, which has
become a tradition. The
school's top administrators
served the delicious buffet-style dinner of roast
beef, lemon chicken,
stuffed shells, corn,
mashed potatoes, rice, and
tossed salad. President
Cormier greeted students
at the door. Free gifts
were placed at each table
setting and there were
many other chances for seniors
to win raffle prizes, ranging from
LoRfwood College memorabi lia

to gift certificates.

Guest speakers were Ellen
Masters of the G.I.V.E. office
and Bill Fiege of the Longwood

Department of Speech and Theater. Masters and Fiege both
urged seniors to participate in the

cial Board would have to go
through in order to appoint
its members instead of voting them in. He also
encourged everyone to
voice their opinion on the issues.
More Campus Cable
One very concerned student wanted to know when
the college was getting more
cable stations. We were informed that in about sixty
days, there will be eleven
new channels added. The
student's response was;
"Longwood would be a lot
happier if we had Comedy
Central!"
Parking
This issue was discussed
in a more calm tone than the previous forum. Mostly the current

Wynne situation was discussed.
Chief Huskey commented on the
parking and informed the audience that if they had concerns,
they could bring them to him. An
announcement was also made
about the Stubbs parking lot
which should open this week.
Renovation of the Ruftners
There was a student that was
concerned about where the
Ruffner classrooms would be
moved when the renovations
take place. President Cormier
said the classes in Ruffner would
be moved to the Wynne building as soon as the renovations
began. She said, "We will try to
make the renovations (plumbing,
wiring, roofing, and technology
improvements) as quick and inconvenient as possible."

See FORUM Pg. 4

Fall Forum Report Card
PRESS RELEASE

Senior Challenge, a program for
This is the Report from the
graduating students to make contributions to the College. Also last open Forum. It covers what
speaking on behalf of the Senior has been done since then.
1 ConuauaicarJoa
Challenge was Joyce
We are submitting articles to
Coleburn, Director of AnThe Rotunda for publication.
nual Giving.
Niki Fallis also gave a Steve Stratton plans to put up the
brief presentation on the SGA website; there is a newsletjob world and how seniors ter in progress. There is a new
can utilize the resources in Public Relations webpage called
the Career Center. Senior "What's Happening." There is
Class President, Chris also a President's Webpage. The
Bear, announced the win- Longwood Homepage has been
ning raffle numbers and remodeled to be more useropened and closed the din- friendly.
2. Caaapsu Security
nea^>resentation. The
Lighting deficiencies are be• Longwood College Senior
Dinner, the first of many ing corrected on campus. Chief
exciting graduation traditions, Huskey is submitting Crime Stats
to The Rotunda We are searchwas very successful this
ing for an alternative to the blue
ter.

lights on the phones due to the
high cost.
3. Recreation Facilities

The new soft ball field is
ready. New soccer field will be
ready in Fall 1999. Barlow field
will be ready by next fall.
4.Recydif
A recycling consultant visited the campus and submitted a
report in January. The waste
stream analysis project done by
students was delivered and included in the consultant's report
and recommendations.
S.Acadesaics
An Academic Affairs advisory committee with student representation is being formed and
will report to Norm Bregmaa.
a. GIVE Office
The Vice President of Stu

See REPORT P 4
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EDITORIAL
Hi everybody. Hope
things are going
well. The Rotunda
office has been busy as usual as
we stress about the weekly paper.
It is so hard to believe that
we are one-third of the way
through the semester! It seems
like I just got here. Personally, I
am so busy that I lose track of
time.
By the way, I am speaking in
the singular tone because my
partner in crime, Kristen, is currently sick. Therefore, I must
warn you about the randomness
that may pop up in this editorial.
First off, I will start with the
Open Forum. This is one of the
best ideas that this college has
come up with since my arrival

here in August. Not saying that
the college is bad, I just think that
we were past due for a forum last
semester. The line to the microphone was great proof that we
have many concerns about the
campus.
So what has been done since
the forum? If you read The Rotunda, you have read the two
Presidential reports that have
been published since the forum.
If not, well...I guess you are in
the dark. In this issue, we have
all of the details of the second
forum, along with the details on
what has been done since the last
forum.
The only complaints I have
are basically the same ones. The
blue lights on the phones never
showed up. The new signs are

cool looking in the daytime, but
I can't comment on them at night
because I can't see them. They
are supposed to reflect in the
dark, but you need sufficient
lighting for that. But overall, I
feel that things will get done
eventually.
Speaking of things getting
done (or not getting done), what
is up with that dining hall?! I live
in Frazer, so I have the "pleasure" of walking by the construction site multiple times everyday.
If I get one more comment, I am
going to climb over that fence.
Virginia Tech started building a new dining hall after we did
and theirs is done. I am not saying that this is the school's fault,
but if the workers would spend
more time working than running

W$t &otunba
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their mouths, maybe something
would get done. Here's an idea:
maybe we need to cover the sides
of their faces with blinders so
that they can't see around them.
I would like to eat in the new dining hall sometime before I graduate, but I think the blinders are
the only way to get it done.
In this issue, we have a comment form for all of you faithful
readers (or anyone else with
something to say). Please feel
free to fill it out and take it to
our box outside of the office.
Take care and try to stay as
stress free as possible Thanks for
reading. See you next week.
Melissa Gill
Editor-in-Chief

Your Letters
Peer Helpers Send
Thanks and Useful
Information
The Peer Helpers would like
to thank everyone who participated in the Angel Tree project.
Approximately 350 angels were
given out this year.
We want to encourage people
to stop by our office at 15S East
Ruffner when our door is open.
The Peer Helpers offer many
programs, look for our flyers
around campus. Thanks again for
all of the help with the Angel
Tree. If there are any questions,
feel free to call us at x2657

tffjcJSeid She said $
MARS
The Supreme Master of Men

VENUS
The Goddess of Women

Sexism, male dominated societies, and the appetite of males
for sex has been so overly discussed within the American Culture that it makes one wonder
when Equal Rights turned into,
"Let women have what they
want no matter what the cost"
Now the topic is pitting genital versus genital. The topic of
male nudity in comparison to the
female nudity on television and
in movies is taking the country
by storm. Okay maybe not the
country, but at least it's taking
this column of The Rotunda.
I ask you what is the big deal
of not having a man's penis flopping around the big screen.
Women have been portrayed
nude in films for the longest
time.
As Venus says, its a new
trend to show full frontal nudity.
Actually the new trend is the
opposite, by showing male nudity. Keanu Reeves and many
other actors ran around in Much
To Do About Nothing totally naked and of course we all have
heard and seen Mark Walhberg's
package in Boogie Nights. (And
ladies let me inform you that the
penis was FAKE!!)
Men pay more for porn,
therefore more female nudity in
general films will help the sales.

As discussed in our last column, sexism is still a huge problem. The Viagra issue is important, but so is the sexism we can
visually see in so many movies
made today.
At any given time, naked
women can be seen on screen. I
am not talking about upper-body
shots, either, I am talking about
the new trend of full-frontal nude
shots of women.
Now I ask you this, when
was the last time you saw fullfrontal male nudity? O.K., so
you can see Bruce Willis' penis
appear very briefly for about two
seconds in 77i« Color of Night,
and then there is Mark
Walhberg's penis shot in Boogie
Nights (which I do know is fake),
but can you genuinely say
you've ever seen a totally nude
male in a movie, aside from the
one shot of Kevin Bacon in Wild
Things'!
This sexism is perpetuated
by a male-dominated movie industry and something needs to
change. I have a suggestion.
These movie producers can either eradicate shots of naked
women, to whom I am not attracted, or implement shots of
naked men (like Bruce Willis).

See SHE SAID p. 3
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Send ysia Props and Drops to mrinker@k3ngwood.Iwc.edu.
^Ipy TO Lancer Productions, Multi-Cultural Affairs, and
(y^ ARAMark for trying to "spice up" African-American
^31' History Month with a festive dinner in Blackwell for
everyone.
To anyone who was single this past weekend and
survived it without throwing up or being severely
depressed.

T

MI -*■■■** KW

If you re mtm^ym^^t^M after

To anyone who can come up with a Prop or Drop for the
$ next issue of The Rotunda.
To the administration for holding another Open Forum.

"The Activist" is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your
chance to do something about societal evib, instead of just whining about them. So speak
up and act up. Because if you 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas
to ckahn@longwoodlwc.edu

#
(mb To the DJ at the African-American History Month din^r ner. Some people actually like to have conversation
while they eat...without having to yell.
To whoever is in charge with the up-keep of sidewalks
and roads on Campus. There is a patch of sidewalk next id^
to Coyner that has been torn up for several months, and vV'
there are two gravel spots on the roads surrounding ^^
Coyner. FIX IT, it makes our campus look bad.

The Real Greek Conformity
MEGAN BLACK
Opinion Editor
We have all heard the complainis, opinions and stereotypes associated with the Greek
community on our campus.
Before 1 joined an organization, I had formed my own views
about Greeks, little of which was
positive or correct
By getting to know members
of different Chapters, especially
my own, I realized that my opinions were based on very little
knowledge of what Greek life
was really about, and had nothing to do with what was really
going on.
Last week. The Rotunda received an anonymous letter regarding the "masses of people
hiding their identities behind
color coordinated uniforms and
Greek letters."
To this anti-Greek crusader,
I have a few things to say. First,
I find it humorous that someone
who seems to be so adamant
about diversity and self-expres-

sion won't even sign their name versalize their beliefs and aspito their declaration of individu- rations so effectively that they
ality.
are still followed, respected and
I would also like to address sought after a century later.
the opinion that in order to beWhat non-Greeks don't uncome Greek it is necessary to derstand is that the principles
conform to certain standards of established by the Founders that
behavior. In my Chapter, as well make each Fraternity and Sororas most of the others, diversity ity different, are what attract
among members is expected and similar types of people to the inappreciated.
dividual organizations.
To those on the outside, it
People are drawn to others
may look like Greeks join this with the same philosophies as
"cloning environment" because them, Greek or non-Greek. It is
they "need to identify with some- just that the Greek organizations
thing so badly."
have written them down, and
What most of those people made them a standard by which
do not realize is that the major- to live.
So to all the anti-Greeks out
ity of Greek organizations were
founded about 100 years ago by there, before you decide to trash
students who wanted to give a an entire system founded on
firmer foundation to college friendship and common beliefs,
friendships. These men and why don't you examine your
women joined together not to own values and ideals? It seems
wear the same outfits, but be- to me that anyone who is so bothcause they had the same values ered by the actions and identity
of others has some issues of their
and ideals.
It is amazing to me that these own to work out.
young students were able to uni-

Spat Out

#

t

To whatever this illness is that is sweeping the campus.

To VALENTINES DAY...who would create a
holiday to punish single people by shoving cutsie
little
hearts
and
candies
everywhere. *
And oar continuing DROPS:
^k^ To the construction workers of the new dining hall ^^
(■B for rude comments and strange looks directed at ffifc
^r the women on campus and to the VERY slow pro- ^^
duction of the new parking lot behind Stubbs.
SHE SAID
Continued p. 2
Frankly, I am sick and tired
of seeing all of these naked
women, and only chest and butt
shots of these gorgeous men.
I have another theory about
why this sort of sexism occurs
aside from the obvious male-run
industry equals naked women

theory-male movie stars are very
afraid of having the "enhancements" most would undoubtedly
require for nude male scenes.
After all, the movie industry has
always been a "size does count"
business.

How are wedoing?
We want some feedback!!!
Put your comments on the slip and stick it in the box
| in front of our office in the Student Union (near the mail| boxes) or e-mail us at rotunda@longwood.Iwc.edu.

'IVTiatwthtigwtWrwcnatgeabwtlHfittffr

1. What is your favorite column in 77ie- Rotunda?

2. What is your least favorite column?

"Treat students like
the responsible, legal
adults they are."

MelaniePanza

"Increases
spirit-"

Robyn Fuller
Senior

Jse the money
alloted to chase down
drunk bds and build »
qMhty weight room "
DanTulb

Scphonow

3. What would you like to see more of in The Rotunda?

"The outrageous
housing coats."

4. Any other comments?
Jamie Turner
Freshman

i

i
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NEWS
VttMJM
ConL Page 1
luition Rollback
A few items about the budget were brought up. This eventually led to the
tuition rollback
bill. If this bill
goes into effect,
tuition could be
cut up to 20%
as early as next
year.
Minority
Activities
A lot of
concern was
raised about
minority affairs
on campus.
L o n n i e
Calhoun answered most of this
question. He felt that the only
problem was that "student participation has dropped." President Cormier added, "Since I
have come here in 1996,1 think
that the minority activities have
increased." She alsa said that the
campus had a 15% minority rale,
oM she hoped that the rate would
increase to 20%.
Naming A.R.C.
A few students felt that the
"sterile" stereotype of A.R.C.
was a result of its name (or lack
of a name). They even suggested
naming it Mable Hall.

December Graduations
A student also asked whether
or not there would be a December Commencement. She felt
that she shouldn't have to walk
with a seperate
class. Cormier
responded by
saying, "It is in
the best interest
of the college
not to have a
December
C o m mencement. It
is very difficult
to have two
commencements in the
same year."
One Stop
Shopping Concept
This concept will end the
constant running around that can
occur while trying to pay a bill
on campus.There is a task force
that is attempting to move everything to a single building.
There were other issues
brought up including roommates
for R.A.S, Lancer Productions,
and the "Report Card" from the
last forum.
President Cormier closed by
thanking everyone for coming to
the forum and encouraged
feedback.from everyone.

REPORT
ConL Page 1
dent Affairs has requested
that a full-time coordinator for
trie GIVE office be hired for Fall
1999.
7. Programs For Minority
Students
Lancer Productions is continuing work with individual students and groups to meet the
needs and interests of minority
students.
8. WLCX Longwood Radio
Station
We have hired a consultant
who has completed the engineering portion of the Class A application. The legal and administrative portions of the applications
are underway. The process to
have FCC approval takes about
12-24 months.
9. Parking
Phyllis Mable is working on
a Long-Range Parking Plan.
10. Forensics
Bill Fiege has been hired as
Assistant Director of Alumni Relations effective July 1, 1999.
Additionally, he will be spending about 20%of his time working with the Forensics Gub. The
Forensics Club will be receiving
support from SGA.

ceadlines of the Week
ERIN CARROLL
Staff Writer
1. The Senate Acquits President Clinton
2. Clinton Committs U.S. Forces to Kosovo
3. Jordan's King Hussein is Buried
4. Anti-Cancer Drug Enters New Phase
5. Colleges See SOL Test Frenzy Hurting Student Teachers
6. Microsoft Again Delays Windows 2000
7. Fast-Moving Storm Brings Colder Air

"It didn't feel
like cold air when
it was 70 degrees
last week."

8. Rodman Will Play for Lakers
9. Oprah Winfrey May End Her TV. Show
10. World Relieved by Clinton Acquittal

-Loren Hatcher
on the storm issue

Crime Statistics
ALLYSON BLAKE
News Editor
The following is a list of crimes statistics in the Longwood Community for December 1998 and January 1999 that were provided by
Captain James Huskey.

December 1998
Offense

Location

Date

Slams

D.U.I.
D.U.I.
D.U.I. Underage
Larceny
Vandalism
Vandalism
Vandalism
Larceny
Larceny
D.I.P. Underage
Vandalism
D.I.P. Underage
D.I.P. Underage
Larceny
Larceny
D.LP.

Pine Si.
Redford St.
South Main St.
Frazer
Graham Lot
Venable St.
Graham Lot
Bookstore
Curry
Frazer
Curry
Frazer
Frazer
Rotunda
Wygal
High St

12/6
12/6
12/6
12/7
12/8
12/8
12/8
12/10
12/10
12/13
12/13
12/13
12/13
12/14
12/16
12/19

Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Cleared
Pending
Cleared
Pending
Cleared
Cleared
Pending
Pending
Cleared

Dale

Sums

1/8
1/11
1/11
1/13
1/15
1/16
1/17
1/18
1/18
1/19
1/20
1/22
1/23
1/23
1/23
1/25
1/26
1/28
1/29
1/29
1/29
1/31
1/31
1/31

Pending
Cleared
Pending
Pending
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Pending
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Pending
Pending
Cleared
Pending
Pending
Pending
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared

January 1999
Offense
Larceny
Accident (auto)
Larceny
Obscene calls
Accident (auto)
Assault
Reckless Driving
Accident (auto)
Larceny
Larceny
Larceny
Harrassment
Altercation
D.I.P. Underage
Alcohol Poisoning
Altercation
Obscene Calls
Accident (auto)
Larceny
Larceny
Larceny
Underage Possession
D.I.P. Underage
Underage Possession

Location
M. Cunningham
Race & Redford
Frazer
Curry
BristowLot
S. Cunningham
School St
Graham Lot
Black well
Bookstore
Wynne Lot
Stubbs
Curry
Curry
VA St.
Library
M. Cunningham
Chamber St.
Lancer
Lancer
Lancer
Spruce St.
Tabb
High St.

Thanks to Police Chief Huskey for contributing these statistics
to The Rotunda.
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Lose, ftoh/err^

AsH Dr. Bitter
our Iwe expert

Hejj Moil!
Buy a Rotunda Classfied!
They weren't just for Valentine's
Day! Call The Office at x2120 to
purchase an ad.
The price of an ad is $3 for a 2
inch by one inch section. See the
February 11th paper for examples.

The Rotunda will begin publishing an advice column. If
you have any love problems or
questions, email Dr. Bitter
at rotunda@longwood.lwc. edu

Attention Seniors
Watch for information about
the Commencement Fair
March 3-4

R\GE6

C!)i

CAMPUS and COMA
Thursday Friday Saturday Sm
2i
20th
19th
18th
AAUP Meeting
in the Tea Room Annex
@ 12:50 - 2:00 p.m.

LP Film:
Practical Magic
Commonwealth Ballroom
@ 8:00 p.m.

Rental Fair in
Commonwealth Ballroom
3:30 - 5:00 p.m.

Fashion Show in Wygal
@ 2:00 p.m.
Sponsored by EMU

Voices to be Heard in
Commonwealth Ballroom
@ 7:30 p.m.
Sponsored by
ARC & Stubbs

Sofi
V

College of \
@1

Do you ha*
that you w<
have on th<
Email
rotunda@lon£

Party in Lankford
Longwood Author Series:
in the ABC Room
Poetry Reading by
@ 10:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
Vivian Shipley
Sponsored by ABS
in Wygal
@ 8:00 p.m.

Don't Forget....

Landsharks Drink
Specials: Call 392-9881
for details

Men's Rugby
vs.
University of Richmond
on Presidents Field
1:00 p.m.

If you hauen't picked
up your copy of
The Rotunda....
-Pick it up at
Lankford
The Library
-orBlackwell

Men's Basketball
vs.
Belmont Abbey
3:00 p.m.

or call us w
x2

SOI
Habitat for Humanity
7th Annual
Fundraiser Dinner
in Rotunda Market
@ 6:30 p.m.
Tickets cost $ 22 each
Women's Basketball
vs.
Belmont Abbey
7:00 p.m.

*Emer
*t>esisn*
TOMM'

t ftotutrtra
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{UNITY CALENDAR
way Monday Tuesday Wecitscty
1st
22nd
24th
23rd
:ball
s.
test Virginia
1:00 p.m.

LPFilm:
Practical Magic
Commuter Lounge
@ 2:00 p.m.

Job Search Skills
by The Career Center
Lancaster 139
@ 3:30 p.m.

-

After College: Living in
the Real World
LPFilm:
by The Career Center
t an activity
Practical Magic
Lancaster 139
3uld like to
Commonwealth Ballroom
@ 4:30 p.m.
3 calendar?
@ 9:00 p.m.
us at,
jwood.lwc.edu
NAACP Appreciation
ith number,
Learning to Love God
Awards
120
Bible study meets in
in NP Miller Room
the Baptist Student Union
@ 7:00 p.m.
@ 9:00 p.m.

JTHSIDE OPTICAL
gency Glasses Repair

Men's Tennis
vs.
Hampden-Sydney
@ 2:30 p.m.
Speaker:
Sal Williams
in Wygal
@ 7:30 p.m.
Sponsored by EMU
Landsharks Special:
$4.95 gets you
1 lb. of crab legs

Chamber Music:
Amadeus Trio
in Wygal
@ 7:30 p.m.

er FraMe*

{ OAKLEY, and ARMANI FRAMES

r

*HM QUALITY LENSES
Inducing the VARILUX
COMFORT LENS one of
the best no Bne bifocals
in the business.

r«OM Brf?TM©A¥S, VO HwwTlKGS, TO OF*
CAWUS FVFNT S. HP YOV Tfti US, IT COfthLfi
»* V>CtNTro UKVK. 9V ¥OU DOrT TwLt. US>
Wf WON'T KftOW ABOUT IT.

TftuL us iff: eoTi«t>Aet.o*GWOOCAtrcrou
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FEATURES
Organization Spotlight:
Phi Mu Alpha
LOREN HATCHER
Staff Writer
For being the once-lirgest
Greek organization on Longwood's campus. Phi Mu Alpha is
still not recieving the attention
it deserves. Phi Mu Alpha is the
professional music fraternity. Criteria for
membership includes
being in good academic
standing and having a
profound musical interest.
"Everyone is musically involved," said President
Rob Blankenship.
The primary purpose of the
fraternity shall be to encourage
and actively promote the highest standards of creativity, performance, education and research in music in America.
These qualities are definitely
seen in Longwood's chapter of
PMA.
Longwood's chapter is
unique in many ways. It is made
up of Political Science, History,
Art, Biology, and of course Mu-

sic majors. Brothers usually
room together and are often seen
around campus together, just like
other social fraternities. However, there seems to be something different about PMA.
Brother John Westerhoff

Photo Taken By Jullie DriscoU. ]
said, "Phi Mu Alpha is one of the
best professional fraternities and
has one of the closest brotherhoods."
Last semester, the chapter
hosted a Province Workshop.
Eight other chapters-Old Dominion, James Madison, William
and Mary and Chrisopher Newport University-attended. The
workshop included Alumni Relations activities and Ritual Education classes. It was held to in-

crease participation in the chapter, as well as in other chapters.
This semester, PMA has already been busy. This past weekend, they finished up
Valengrams, which are always a
huge success. Currently, the
group is planning their
spring Musical. The
Musical is put on entirely by PM A and
Sigma Alpha Iota (the
professional women's
music fraternity). Performances are put on
by soloists, ensembles and other
designated groups. On March 31,
PMA will celebrate it's 20th anniversary at Longwood College.
A celebration of some sort is also
planned for that date.
"Phi Mu Alpha is the tightest brotherhood because of our
good cause," said Brother Chris
Dillon.
Contact Rob Blankenship at
x4120 for more information.
Thanks to all the Brothers of
PMA for their help in gathering
information for this article.

From the Rafters
ED BELL
Guest Writer
Helloooooooo, Longwood.
What do you think about this
weather? Feel like a roller
coaster? Why can't the heat be
turned off, you may ask? This
question is dictated more by
Mother Nature then administrators. We have steam heat in the
buildings. When the heat is
turned on it takes a bit to get a
"head of steam" up to warm the
place. Equally, when it is turned
off, it takes a bit to cool down.
It will be frustrating when trying to get the temperature right
in the halls - this includes the
academic buildings. Suggestion:
wear a sweater if it gets cool and
turn the fan on if it gets warm.
We are negotiating with Mother
Nature on this one. Typically, the
heat is turned off mid-April.
Fire, Health and Safety inspections arc coming. Four
times a year we inspect student
rooms for conditions which may
compromise the health and
safety of the residents the halls.
It takes all of us to make this the
safest place for everybody.
If you have not completed

your application for the various
on and off campus bousing options for the fall, please do so
soon. The deadline for all applications is February 22nd. Also,
don't forget about the Off-Campus Rental Fair on Thursday,
February 18 from 3:30pm 5:00pm in the Lankford Ballroom.
Have something on your
chest that you think Dr. Cormier
should know about? In conjunction with SGA, Dr. Cormier was
available to discuss issues important to you on Wednesday, February 17 at 6:15p.m. in the
Lankford Ballroom. A progress
report on issues you brought to
ber in the fall was presented. She
is listening and acting on what
you identify as your top priorities. For more info see "Forum"
pg.l.
Thank you for all of your
feedback on what you wanted to
see in your gathering spaces, i
think many of you have noticed
some significant changes with
many more to come. The Challenge stands at Ed: 25; Challengers: 0.

Study Habits: Students Versus Professors
IENBALLARD
Business Manager
Studying is an essential part
of college life and students have
different ideas of studying from
professors. I asked professors the
following questions:
1. How, do you think, students should study? (Reading
over notes, flash cards or something else)
2. How long should students
study for your class?
3. Can you tell by a student's
grade on a quiz or test how well
he or she studied?
4. Is there anything that you
think will help students while
they study?
In answer to my questions,
Dr. Arehart (Computer Science)
says that the subject you are
studying affects how you should

study. He says if you are studying something like history or
psychology then you will need
to read, and while you are reading, remember the things that
were brought up in lecture. Writing a short summary, in your own
words, is a good way to commit
what you have read to memory
and it is a good review for tests.
For subjects such as math
and computer science the only
way to learn the material is to
engage the material by working
with problems and writing lots
of programs in CS.
Dr. Gabb (Education) feels
that you should read before coming to class and take notes on the
text as well as the lecture.
Dr. MillarfHistory) believes
that if you study effectively then
you will study well. Hand writing your notes or even typing

your notes will help you to remember the material.
How long you should study,
received basically the same answer for the most part: two hours
for every class period. However,
Dr. Jordan (Anthropology) says
that he would like to think that
his students study 24 hours a day.
Saying something interesting in
class could spark an idea that
keeps returning throughout the
day.
Some professors feel grades
reflect whether or not the student
has mastered the material and not
how they studied. Dr. Budd
(Spanish) says that only some of
the time will grades reflect how
well a student studied. Some students get test anxiety and it affects how he or she does. To alleviate this stress Dr. Budd tells
her students how the test is go-

ing to be so they can know what
they have to do before they come
into the test.
Some other things that professors say might help are ALWAYS be in class, work in small
study groups, make a list of questions so you can ask in class or
to the professor (in person or
over e-mail.) Realize that homework in the majority of cases is
not busy work; real learning happens as you work along with the
subject matter.
I asked a similar set of questions to students and here of
course, the answers differed.
1. How do you study? (Reading your notes, flash cards or
something else)
2. How long do you study?
3. Do your grades reflect how
much you study?
The answers to the first ques-

tion I heard most frequently were
note cards and reading over one's
notes. It also depends on the
teacher. Reading over the material in the book helps, too.
The biggest difference was
the length of time people study.
Students say that it depends on
the class and what the test is going to be like. The majority of
answers were from I -4 hours and
an occasional amount for each
day. For example Erin Zerfass
(senior. Music Education) says
how long she studies depends on
the test, while Peter Moon
(freshman, Computer Science)
says he studies about 3 hours a
day. Some students say that they
study more right before a test.
All of the students said their
grades do reflect how much they
study and many wished they had
studied more.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Coffeehouse: Bluesworks

Eats at~

GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

1 Why do you press harder on a remote-control whea yea
know the battery is dead?
2. Since Americans throw rice at weddings, do Asians throw
hamburgers?
3. Why are they called "buildings" when they are already
finished? Shouldn't they be called "builts?"
4. Why are they called "apartments" when they're all stuck
together?
5. Why do banks charge a "non-sufficient funds fee" oa
money they already know you don't have?
6. If the universe is everything, and scientists say that the
universe is expanding, what is it expanding into?
7. If you get into a taxi and the driver started driving
backward; would the taxi driver end up owing you money?
8. What would a chair look like if your knees bent the other
way?
9. If a tree falls in the forest and no one is around to see it,
do the other trees make fun of k?
10. Why is a carrot more orange than an orange?
Columnist's Note: V yon hart aay "Deep Thoughts" of jwr
own, please e-mail thesa to kmrock@lonjwoodJwc.edB

Movie Review:
She's All That
JOHN THRASHER
Guest Writer
Sex, style and poularity. No, I'm not talking
about another episode of Daw son's Creek, but rather the movie She's
All that. Complete with a cast of today's hottest teenage talent this
movie presents a funny and uplifting look at today's youth. Zack
(Freddie Prinze Jr.) is the senior class president, star jock, and straight
A student who gets dumped by his beautiful and equally popular
girlfriend Taylor (Jodie Lyn O'Keefe). In an effort to shield his ego,
he makes a bet with his best friend that he can turn any girl into the
prom queen. His best friend chooses Laney (Rachel Leigh Cook) to
be the guinea pig in their cruel experiment. Laney is a wallflower at
this materialistic high school, being more concerned with art and
the environment than her looks. With just five weeks to turn her
into the prom queen, Zack has a lot of work to do. Little does he
know that he will learn more from Laney he ever could teach her.
I'll he the first to admit that I wasn't really excited about seeing
this "teeny boppcr" flick and that much of the movie was predictable. What I didn't expect was how funny this movie was and that I
would actually enjoy it.
So if you're ever bored (not in Farmville!) and are in the mood
for a movie, this is definitely one worth seeing.

a perfect three-part harmony.
The acoustic blues trio Blues The combination comes together
Works put on a stellar perfor- to form a rich and highly spirited
mance Wednesday night in music that grabs at your soul
Lancer Cafe\
and leaves your toe tapping.
The event
Inadditon
was sponto performsored by the
ing, Watson
Student
and LuisUnion as
Wa t son
part
of
have conLongwood's
cieved and
Africanput on two
American
very unique
History
educational
Celebraprograms,
tion.
one being
Blues
the award
Works is
winning
«W0 Be HOmoa L Rvenan. IP»7
composed
multimeof Paul Watson, a native of Washdia preington who is the harmonica and sentation entitled Blues Connecmandolin player, singer, and tion: The Music, Stories, and Picsongwriter, Judy Luis-Watson, a tures of Legendary Blues Artist.
native of Tanzania and piano The other is an interactive proplayer, singer, and songwriter; gram for kids called Blues Songs
and Mark Puryear, also a native and Rhythms.
of Washington, as guitarist,
Blues Works was formed in
singer and songwriter.
1991 when Paul and Judy LuisBlues Works music can be de- Watson met guitarist Mark
scribed as a mixture of urban and Puryear. Touring extensively,
traditional acoustic blues with a Blues Works has appeared in
sprinkling of both jazz and gos- many blues and Jazz festivals and
pel. The music is topped off with other special events.

and
Company
DANIELLE RECAME
Staff Writer
Cheese and Company is the
place to go for a cheap lunch or
light dinner. It is situated in
downtown Farmville, about a
five minute walking distance
from campus. The menu had
your
basic salad
and
sandwhiches for under $3.50.
You order your food, give
your name, and then sit down at
small tables. I ordered a ham and
cheese croissant, chips, and a
drink for under $6.00. The sandwich was warm, delicious, and
quick, and the atmosphere was
very welcoming.
It is a great place to take your
visiting parents and at the same
time show your family "Farm
Vegas." I enjoyed Cheese and
Co. because it was not food from
the dining hall and there was a
warm, homey feeling. I would
recommend Cheese and Co. to
everyone.

Smash or Trash CD Reviews:
Belle & Sebastian
EDEN MILLER
Staff Writer
Belle and Sebastian is an intriguing band. Named after a
French novel (and later a television show), the seven-piece
(sometimes eight) member
band began as a mere class
project
Notoriously press-shy, interviews with this Glasgow
band are rare, and photographs
of the band are even more rare.
The band members aren't even
named in the liner notes of their
CDs.
Everything about Belle and
Sebastian comes across as being a bit odd. Oddities aside,
their music is incredible.
On their third full-length album. The Boy With the Arab
Strap, Belle and Sebastian continue to explore the possibilities of purposely pretentious atmospheric Brit-pop.

Mixing with ease everything
from cellos to electric guitars.
jazz-inspired rhythms to classical arrangements, Belle and
Sebastian deliver a deliciously
competent album.
There is nothing wrong with

this album. A strong statement,
perhaps, but if The Boy With the
Arab Strap isn't perfect, it's extremely close.
From the gently sarcastic
strains of It Could Have Been A
Brilliant Career to the sleepy
groove of The Rollercoaster
Ride, there are no mistakes made
on this album. Even when it descends into uncharted territory,
such as on the spoken word A
Space Boy Dream. Belle and
Sebastian succeed in creating

elegantly crafted songs.
Belle and Sebastian's lyrics
are striking in that they tread the
thin line between being honest
and being uncomfortable. There
probably isn't any other song
about dirty dreams that is as
graceful as Dirty Dream Number
2, nor is there any song that so
exquisitely criticizes modern life
as Sleep The Clock Around.
Even when the subject matter
isn't going to cause the listener
to question, the mood of the
songs invariably does. In less
than two minutes, Simple Things
builds more emotion than most
other songs do in twice the time.
So what if Belle and
Sebastian shy away from being
interviewed? So what if they
don't appear on the covers of
their releases? Their music is
flawless. All of their strangeness
is forgiven
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SPORTS
Lady Lancers Third Going into Brown and Graham;
Players of the Week for
CVAC Tournament
February 3-9
JAMIE TURNER
Chief Copy Editor

Long wood went 1-1 in
CVAC games last week, beating
Limestone (SC) 95-67 February
9th before dropping a disappointing 85-80 decision to
Queens (NC) February 13.
Coach Shirley Duncan's squad in
15-9 overall, 11-5 in the CVAC-alone in 3rd-place in conference
standings through February 14.
The top eight schools will participate in the CVAC Tournament February 24-27.
At Limestone, the Lady
Lancers led 45-27 at halftime
and never looked back en route
to victory. Jill Younce/West
Friendship, MD-Glenelg HS
scored a game-high 28 points,
■■eluding 22 in the first half.
Younce was 10-16 from the field,
■■eluding 4-7 on three-point field

goals, and 4-6 at the line, adding
five rebounds and three assists.
The third-year player now has 70
treys on the season for the thirdhighest seasonal total in school
history. The school record is 84
accomplished by Cassie Ensley
'95 during 1994-95. Younce had
plenty of help in South Carolina
as classmate Kali Brown/
Powhatan, VA.-Powhatan HS
added 14 points and six assists,
followed by sophomore
Demietre Price/Gladys, VA- William Campbell HS and freshman
Jamie Bealc/Columbia, MDOakland Mills HS with 10 points
each. Price added four steals and
three assists, while junior Terri
Williams/Sumerduck VA-Liberty HS contributed 11 rebounds
and eight points.
On Saturday afternoon

Longwood hosted CVAC opponent Queens (NC). LC took a
49-31 halftime advantage as
Younce scored 17 first-half
points and Price grabbed 18 firsthalf rebounds. The Lancers increased the margin to 62-41 with
14:21 remaining. The Royals
went on a 20-2 run to close to
within 64-61 with 7:29 left and
the battle was on. The hosts took
their last lead at 74-73 with 2:57
left as Younce made two free
throws. The visitors would
outscore Longwood 12-6 down
the stretch as Queens finished the
game with 44-18 run over the
final 13:07 for the win 85-80.
The Lady Lancers close their
regular season on Saturday
Februnuy 20th, against Belmont
Abbey. This will be a double
header with the men.

Men's B-Ball Tied For Eighth
JAMIE TURNER
Chief Copy Editor
On Saturday afternoon the
Lancers hosted CVAC opponent
Queens (NQ. LC jumped to an
early 11-2 advantage as junior
Jon Hughes/Bloomingdale
(FL) HS scored seven quick
points. Longwood took their
largest lead of the contest at
17-6 with 12:18 left in the firsthalf on a basket from sophomore Ben Green/Virginia
Beach, VA-Frank W. Cox HS.
The Royals, however, went on
a 17-2 run to lead 23-19 at the
6:11 mark en-route to holding
a 31-26 halftime advantage.
Queens took its largest lead of
the game at 44-33 with 15:16
remaining before the Lancers
began another second-half
comeback attempt. A 15-6 run
by LC capped by a highlightreel baseline slam dunk by junior Lee Farnor/Chesterfield, VAManchester HS pulled the hosts
to within 50-48 at 8:54. The visitors finally took over on the free
throw line hitting 6-7 to escape

with the victory 67-63.
Hughes led Longwood with
18 points and eight rebounds,
followed by Farrior and freshman Andy Jones/Chapel Hill,
NC- East Chapel Hill HS with 10

points each. Jones' point total
was a career-high to go along
with a seven assists to equal his
career-high, adding three steals
as well.

On February 9, a balanced
soring attack led to LC. to the
important road-win at Limestone. Playing aggressively at
both ends of the floor, the Lancers led 32-15 a halftime and
cruised to victory. Sophomore
Jay Louden/Williamsburg,
VA-Bruton HS led four players in double-figures with 15
points, adding five rebounds.
Classmate Ben Green/Virginia
Beach, VA-Frank W. Cox HS
and freshman Chris Issacs/
Farifax, VA-Robinson HS each
scored 13 points, and junior
Jon Hughes/Valerico, FLBloomingdale HS managed 12
points despite being doubleand sometimes triple-teamed
every time he touched the ball.
Green, who equaled his careerhigh in points, also grabbed
seven rebounds, while Hughes
grabbed six boards and Issacs
added five caroms. The final
score was 66-51. Coach Ron
Can's squad is 8-16 overall, 610 in the CVAC.

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

doubles this season, and is
ranked in a tie for sixth in CVAC
Longwood College women's steals this week. Additionally,
basketball standout Kali Brown/ Brown is seventh in CVAC asPowhatan, VA-Powhatan HS and sists, eighth in field goal percentwrestling standout Darryl Gra- age, and tenth in scoring.
Kali is the daughter of
ham/Gloucester, VA-Gloucester
HS have been selected as the Randall and Helen MitchumLong wood/Domino's Players of Brown of Powhatan, VA and is
the Week for the week of Febru- majoring in Physical Education
ary 3-9. This is the second time with a minor in Business.
Graham, wrestling at 141
this season that Brown has been
recognized as a "Player of the pounds, won his weight-class at
Week." The Lancer honorees are the annual Apprentice School Inchosen by the College's Office of vitational February 6. He defeated his opponents from WestSports Information each week.
Brown, a 5-8 junior guard- ern Maryland (4-0) and Anderforward, posted 61 points (20.3), son (4-2) en-route to his indi18 assists (6.0), 17 rebounds vidual title. The first-year
(5.7), and six steals during three standout's efforts helped
wins in three games last week. Longwood place fifth in the tourShe scored a career-high 26 nament with 49.5 points. Grapoints, adding eight rebounds ham leads the Lancers, 7-7 overand our assists during an 80-71 all and participated in the prestitriumph at Mount Olive (NC) gious Mid-South Tournament
February 6 to highlight her February 13 at Carson-Newman
week. Longwood is currently (TN), with his 16-8 record indi15-8 overall, 11-4 in the CVAC, vidually.
Darryl is the son of Alan and
hosted CVAC rival Queens (NC)
February 13. Through 23 games. Sherry Graham of Gloucester,
Brown is averaging 14.8 ppg., VA and is majoring in Econom7.0 rpg., 3.9 assists, and 2.2 ics.
steals. She has five double-

Players Of The Week From
December 2 -February 9
Dec. 2-8
Dec. 16-22
Dec 30-Jan. 5
Jan. 6-12
Jan. 13-19
Jan. 20-26
Jan. 27-Feb. 2
Feb. 3-9

Demietre Price
Jon Hughes
Jay Louden
ZechBoyd
Terri Williams
Jeff Kepler
Mary Barron
Jay Louden
Jin Younce
Jon Hughes
Demietre Price
Chris Issacs
Kali Brown
Darryl Graham

Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Wrestling
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Wrestling
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Baseball Victorious Men's Tennis at 4-0 With Victory
FEBRUARY 18,1999

to Kick Off Season
BECKY TAYLOR
Sport* Editor
Longwood opened the 1999
campaign with a three-game
sweep of non-conference opponent Stony Brook (NY) February 13-14, winning by scores of
12-6,9-6. and 5-4. Coach Buddy
Botding's squad is 3-0 overall, 00 in the CVAC. This week, the
Lancers open CVAC competition with a three-game series at
conference opponent St.
Andrews (NC) February 20-21.
Against Stony Brook, LC
was led offensively by senior
Tim Buffkin/Prince George, VAPrince George HS who hit .545
(6-11) with five runs and an RBI
during the three contests.
Sophomore Travis Pfitzner/
Woodbridge, VA-Garfield HS bit
.444 with five RBI, followed by
classmate Ryan Costa/Swoope,

Longwood (4-0) took a 4-3
decision past visiting Averett
College Sunday at the Lancer
Hall Tennis Courts. The LancVA-Buffalo Gap HS (.429, six ers got wins from junior James
RBI), freshman Adrian Watkins/ Pertinelli/Robinson HS (6-0. 6Woodbridge. VA-Garfield HS
(.333, four runs). Senior AllAmerica candidate Shawn
Torian/Scottsburg, VA-Halifax
County HS opened with two
borne runs, scoring six runs with
five RBI. Impressive on the
mound was senior Mike Lewis/
South Boston, VA-Halifax
County HS with three appearances covering 4.1 innings-alBECKY TAYLOR
lowing just two hits with four
Sports Editor
strikeouts with no runs scored.
Lewis got the win in game two.
Charles "Buddy" Bolding is
Classmate Robey Caldwell/ in his 21 st season as head coach
Roanoke, VA-Cave Spring HS of the Longwood College basehad two appearances and earned ball program, and has lead the
two wins-going 5.2 innings with Lancers to 20 consecutive wineight strikeouts. Sophomore ning seasons. Coach Bolding has
Mike Suluvan/Woodbridge. VA- an outstanding overall record of
Garfield HS pitched six innings 558-225-3 (.712%) since taking
in game three with 10 strikeouts. over the program during the fall
of 1978. Longwood finished the
1998 campaign at 28-10overall,
16-5 in the Carolinas-Virginia
Athletic Conference (CVAC),
runners-up during the CVAC
regular-season.
Gough/Amelia, VA-Amelia
Bolding's
tenure
at
County HS (.375, four RBI), and Longwood is highlighted by six
freshman Ellen Hutt/Haymarket, appearances in the NCAA DiviVA-Stonewall Jackson HS (.375, sion II Tournament, and two trips
two RBI). Wack( 1.00 ERA) was to the Division II College World
also impressive on the mound Series. Bolding's 1982 team was
with a complete-game victory in the first team to reach the nagame two. Graduate student tional championship with a 31Stacey Rose/Thomas Jefferson 10-1 record. More recently, the
HS (3.00 ERA) earned the other 1991 squad completed a schooltwo record 41-8 campaign while advancing to the final four of the
national championship.
Longwood was third in the
North Atlantic Region Tournament in 1993 after winning seven
games in a row at season's end,
finishing 26-9-1. Bolding's team

Longwood opened the 1999
campaign with a three-game
sweep of non-conference opponent Kutztown (PA) February
13-14, winning by scores of 21,2-1. and 8-7.
Coach Kathy Riley's squad is
3-0 overall, 0-0 in the CVAC.
Against

Wack was followed by freshman Colleen Cooney Fredericksburg, VA-Stafford HS
(.400, three RBI), senior Libfay

0), Phillipe Pilard (6-1,6-0), and
freshman Dave Helfrich/
Brookville HS (6-0, 6-0) in
singles. Longwood doubles
wins came from Pettinelli and
sophomore and class uate Danny
Baty-Brookville HS (8-0).
Longwood will play again

Saturday, February 20. at CVAC
opponent Erskine (SC) at 9:00
a.m., and then at conference opponent Anderson (SC) at 2:30
p.m. The women's tennis team
will play this Saturday alongside
the men.

Baseball Led By Charles
Bolding's Experience and
Knowledge In 21st Season

Softball Sweeps First
Three Games of 1999
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

time is scheduled to begin at one
o'clock p.m. This is not a
double header with the men's
team.

have also notched third-place
finishes in the North Atlantic in
1992 and the South Atlantic Region Tournament in 1984 and
1987. Bolding reached the 400victory milestone in 1993 after
gaining number 300 in 1990.

Overall Coaching
Record of 558-22J-3

Bolding ranks among the top
seven active Division II coaches
in winning percentage (.712%),
and is among the top 25 in victories.
Four of Bolding's players
have been chosen in the Major
League Baseball Draft since
1988. Kansas City chose Lancers Fran lei e Watson and Kelvin
Davis in 1988, and in 1992 the
Royals drafted Longwood shortstop Michael Tucker and catcher
Scott Abell. Now an Atlanta
Brave, Tucker was the 10th pick
in the draft and played on the
U.S. Olympic team that summer.
Bolding is a member of the national committee of the American Baseball Coaches Association (ABCA) and an area representative for the North Atlantic
Region of the ABCA. One of

The Men Of The
Longwood
Rugby
Team Defeated Old Dominion This Past WeekkaHLL2=KL

eight representatives nationwide,
Bolding serves as a liaison between the regional coaches and
the ABCA advisory committee.
Highly regarded by his peers,
Bolding has served on NCAA
regional selection committees
nine times. In 1983 he was a
member of the Olympic baseball
tryout staff for Virginia. He was
voted South Atlantic Region
Coach of the Year in 1991 and
1982. and Virginia College Division Coach of the Year i n 1997.
1993. 1991. and 1984. Bolding
holds the record for Longwood
College Male Coach of the Year
after being chosen seven times.
The Hardy, VA native has
built the program at Longwood
by recruiting mostly in-state
players. An estimated 20 former
Lancer baseball players are now
involved in coaching on the high
school or college level, the majority in Virginia.
Bolding served as a medic in
Vietnam for one year, then received his B.S. in Health, Physical Education and Recreation
from Milligan College (TN) in
1973. and his M.S. from the University of Tennessee in 1974. He
and his wife Andi have three
children: Lauren, Suzanne, and
Brad.

ATTENTION!!!
STUDENT

GOVERNMENT

Spring
Elections

April 5th - 8th, 1999
Von;

FOR THESE POSITIONS

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS
HONOR BOARD JUSTICES
JUDICIAL BOARD JUSTICES
AT THE
APPLICATIONS CANBE R
&G.A, QFF/C& D/NW
TWCF HALL FRONT DESKS!

VOTE

"Leading the Force for Positive Change w

SGA Meetings are every Tuesday at
3:30p.m. in the ABC Rooms

